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Thanks to my sponsor!





Trip funded by the Technical Communicators
Association of NZ (http://www.tcanz.org.nz).
I have just come from giving a keynote address to
the 4-5 Sept. Conference in Auckland - Focus on
Users.
Technical writers assemble and assimilate data,
information and and people's tacit knowledge into
explicit knowledge.
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Scope


Themes
•
•



Towards a biologically based theory of organizational knowledge
Roles of information technology in changing the nature and
processing of organizational knowledge

Presentation is in two parts:
1. Theory of knowledge and knowledge management for
individuals and organizations
–
–
–

Growth of persistent knowledge and organizational adaptation
through criticism and selection
Technological revolutions extend cognition
Impacts of revolutionary technology on:
•
•

production and management of knowledge by individuals and firms
nature of the organization

2. How new concepts are being applied in Tenix Defence
–
–

capturing, managing, delivering fleet support knowledge
capturing knowledge into precedents based authoring

A lot of ideas - can drill down in discussion later
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Part 1. Theory of knowledge for individuals and
organizations






KM is more than IM but IM a major component
The theory of knowledge used by many KM
practitioners is too limited for effective IT use
•

De-emphasizes explicit, persistent forms of knowledge

•

Leads to inadequate requirements specifications for IT

•

IM without KM is also problematic in the same way

A "biological" theory of knowledge gives KM a
stronger foundation for using IT
5 core ideas presented here
•

Kuhn's revolutions, paradigms and incommensurability

•

Karl Popper defines knowledge and shows how it grows

•

Maturana and Varela's autopoiesis defines "life"

•

John Boyd's OODA Loop wins conflicts

•

Ian Coombe's WIKID turns data into strategic power
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Paradigms and Revolutions: Five cognitive revolutions each
fundamentally changed the nature of the human species


Revolutions reinvent the biological nature of humanity
•

Technology extends human physical capabilities
–
–
–
–

•

Reach and metabolism extended (fire, sticks, stones as tools ~2.5 M
years) → Homo sapiens
Nature harnessed (ropes, hoes >10 K years) → husbandry, farming
Metabolism extended (heat engines ~300 yrs) → industrial revolution
Cognition extended and externalised (50 yrs) → microelectronics

The first four cognitive revolutions extend human brains
–

Genetic revolutions (hereditary changes)
•
•

–

•

Memory and learning (> 200 M years)
Speech and the transfer of learning (1-2 M years)

Cultural revolutions (heredity and selection externalised - the
invention of objective knowledge)
•

Invention of counting, writing and reading (10,000 years)

•

Invention of books and printing presses → universal literacy (~ 550 years)

The fifth ICT revolution (in my own lifetime)
–
–

Automating cognition and the assembly of knowledge (50 years)
Impact on our profession
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What do I mean by revolution?





1952: UNIVAC - RAM 12 KB, Clock 2.2 MHz, Storage 10 x 1.4 MB tapes: cost
$ 1 M x 10 for inflation
2002: Dell - RAM 128 MB, Clock 3.5 GHz, Storage 28 GB hard disk: cost $ 1 K
raw power per dollar ((speed * memory)/cost) on my desktop is ~ 3.8 x 1013
times that of the UNIVAC I
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Epistemology and cognitive revolutions


My guides to knowledge and communication
•

Thomas Kuhn (scientific revolutions & paradigms)
– how does scientific understanding evolve through time
– concept of "normal" science vs revolutions
– concepts of paradigms and paradigmatic incommensurability

•

Karl Popper (outstanding philosopher of 20th century)
– what is knowledge?
– what makes it scientific?
– how do we grow knowledge through time?
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Thomas Kuhn's concept of a paradigm


Symbolic generalisations — deployed by authors without
question or introspection, and immediately understandable
by the group,



Models — including those with heuristic and metaphysical
presumptions that provide the group with preferred
analogies or even with an ontology, and



Exemplars — which are unquestioned and accepted
concrete examples of how to solve particular kinds of
problems or of what constitutes "good" science — i.e.,
paradigms in the common English usage of the term.



Values — in the sense providing a predictive or epistemic
value: "values to be used in judging whole theories: they
must, first and foremost, permit puzzle-formulation and
solution; where possible they should be simple, selfconsistent, and plausible, compatible, that is, with other
theories currently deployed"
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Thomas Kuhn's concept of incommensurability


Derives from the maths concept of incommensurability



Revolutions occur when only a new theory is able to
accommodate observations. Requires:
•
•
•
•



new exemplars, models and/or symbolic generalizations
This often requires new vocabulary and alters meanings and
connotations of existing vocabulary.
Even where different paradigms use the same words, their
meanings no longer correspond logically.
The world view (created by symbolic generalisations, models,
exemplars and their associated theory-laden vocabulary) held
by practitioners of one paradigm is logically incommensurable
with that held by practitioners of the alternative paradigm. Even
though holders of different paradigms look at the same data,
they see different worlds.

Rational discourse is impossible without first surfacing and
understanding the paradigmatic differences and mapping the
impacts of these differences on the vocabulary of discourse.
Failures in rational discourse lead to holy wars.
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Paradigms in writing and conversing




Our day-to-day vocabularies and world views are
conditioned by theories we don't think about
•

Theories and examples of where they apply are learned
implicitly as an integral part of learning a discipline

•

We often don't think about theories behind words or how
they condition the way we see the world, so we cannot
converse rationally with those seeing the world from
within different paradigms.

•

We must surface paradigmatic differences and
communicate those first.

Absent understanding paradigmatic differences,
knowledge advances via holy war and revolution
rather than smooth evolutionary processes.
Individual change requires "religious conversion".
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KM uses several poorly understood paradigms


Epistemology
•
•



Organization theory
•
•
•



resource view
environment view
autopoietic view

How to analyse knowledge in the organization
•
•
•
•



personal knowledge (Michael Polanyi)
objective knowledge (Karl Popper)

individual view
social view
critical view
alternative views

How organizations create knowledge
•
•
•

cognitivist view
connectionist view
autopoietic view
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Conflicting paradigms of knowledge in KM


Polanyi (1958, 1966): personal/tacit knowledge
•

Focus
–
–
–
–

•


knowing subjects
knowledge of doing, personal skills
belief, faith and intuition final arbiters of "truth"
tends to denigrate explicit knowledge to mere "information"

Popularised in organization theory and KM by Nelson & Winter,
Sveiby, Nonaka, von Krogh & Roos

Popper (1972): epistemology without a knowing subject
•
•

Value of knowledge increased through conjecture & refutation,
i.e., criticism against reality
Different kinds of knowledge:
–
–

•

personal - as a property of cognition and living memory
persistent - objectively transcending individual cognition

Joe Firestone of Macroinnovation Associates one of few KM
practitioners using Popperian epistemology
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Incommensurability of the paradigms


Michael Polanyi "Personal Knowledge"
•



Karl Popper "Objective Knowledge"
•





Google hits = 1,850 (1,570) 15% growth

Both together
•



Google hits = 1,760 (1,450) 18% growth from 11 Feb 02 8 Aug 02

Google hits = 64 (55) 14% growth

Only 1.8% of authors citing either book cited both!
Conclusion
•

Writers concerned with one author's thinking were not
interested in or could not cope with discussing the other
author's thinking in the same context - even to the extent
of listing them in a single bibliography.
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Karl Popper defines knowledge and shows how it
grows: Popper's three worlds

1.
Energy
Thermodynamics
Physics
Chemistry
Biochemistry

Existence/Reality
World 1

Objective
Knowledge
forms World 3
Persistent logical
Content produced /
evaluated by World 2
processes

© William P. Hall
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Nickols' (2000) Explicit - Tacit Dimension
HUMAN MEMORY

HAS IT BEEN
ARTICULATED
?

NO

CAN IT BE
ARTICULATED
?

NO

TACIT

YES

YES

Facts &
Things

EXPLICIT

IMPLICIT

Motor
Skills

"DESCRIBING"

DECLARATIVE

PROCEDURAL /
CONTEXTUAL

"DOING"

Mental
Skills

Tasks &
Methods
From Nickols 2000
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Corporate knowledge in World 3


Persistent objects of corporate knowledge
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•



Articles of incorporation & employment agreements
Contracts
E-mails & correspondence
Plans, records, process & procedure documents
Enacted workflow systems
Written history
Links & captured contexts
Databases
AV recordings

World 3 comprises the bulk of organizational
memory or heredity
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Maturana and Varela's autopoiesis defines "life":
Paradigm of the autopoietic organization (1)




Maturana and Varela 1980: Autopoiesis &
Cognition – properties of living things
•

Early 1970s quest to define the property of life

•

Autonomous entities defined by self regulation and self
production

Nelson & Winter 1982: Evolutionary Theory of
Economic Change
•

Postulated that organizational knowledge transcending
the knowledge of individual members persisted as
organizational heredity to maintain the existence and
behaviour of the organization (i.e., self-production).

•

Assumed this transcendent knowledge was tacit (Polanyi)
– routines
– contexts
– connections
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Definition of autopoiesis

Autopoiesis (= self + production) is the condition
achieved by a bounded and self-regulating
autocatalytic set of processes able to maintain its
existence as an autonomous entity in the face of
environmental perturbations; i.e., that which gives a
living entity the property of life.
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Paradigm of the autopoietic organization (2)


Morowitz (1968) – Energy Flow in Biology:
•



Kauffman (1993) – Origins of Order:
•
•



Systems forced to evolve increasingly complex cycles to
transport energy/matter from sources to sinks
"autocatalytic sets"
"organization for free“

von Krogh and Roos (1995) Organizational
Epistemology – criteria for autopoiesis
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifiably bounded (membranes, tags)
Identifiable components within the boundary (complex)
Mechanistic (i.e., metabolism/cybernetic processes)
System boundaries internally determined (self reference)
System intrinsically produces own components
Self-produced components are necessary and sufficient
to produce the system (autonomy)
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Existing users of Autopoiesis neglect World 3




Current paradigm of organizational autopoiesis
•

Blind spot: Maturana & Varela legitimately did not include
reproduction in their minimal definition of autopoiesis

•

As stated the concept does not consider persistent
heredity transcending the life of a single entity

Nelson & Winter
•

Represents late 1970s early 1980s thinking
– World 3 organizational content largely consisted of data,
information & transaction records, not knowledge

•


Focus on tacit personal & organizational knowledge

Roles of persistent knowledge (heredity) to guide
growth & maintenance of the living organization
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John Boyd's OODA Loop wins conflicts
OBSERVE

ORIENT

(Results of Test)
PARADIGM

CULTURE
PARADIGMS
PROCESSES

GENETIC
HERITAGE

O

ACT

(Hypothesis)

(Test)

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

OBSERVATION
EXTERNAL
INFORMATION

DECIDE

INPUT

O

ANALYSIS

SYNTHESIS

PARADIGM

D

A

CHANGING
CIRCUMSTANCES

MEMORY OF HISTORY
UNFOLDING
ENVIRONMENTAL
RESULTS OF
ACTIONS



UNFOLDING
INTERACTION
WITH EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT

An organisation's success in a competitive environment depends critically its ability to
do a better job of assimilating information, increasing its epistemic quality to generate
strategic power, and reducing decision cycle times. See http://www.belisarius.com.
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Some OODA definitions








Observation assembles information about the world in which the
adaptive entity exists (including the entity's own effects and those
of its competitors on that world). Data is given a context relating to
the entity's interactions with the world.
Orientation processes that information into knowledge knowledge
in the form of a world view comprised of new information,
memories of prior experience (which may be explicit, implicit or
even tacit, genetic heritage (i.e., "natural talent"), cultural traditions
(i.e., paradigms), and analysis (destruction) of the existing world
view, and synthesis (creation) of a revised world view including
possibilities for action. This generates intelligence (in a military
sense).
Decision selects amongst possible actions generated by the
orientation, one action to try. Choice is governed and informed by
wisdom based on prior experience gained from previous OODA
cycles, informed by synthesis (creation) of new possibilities to try.
Action involves putting the decision to test by applying it to the
world. The loop begins to repeat as the entity observes the results
of its action.
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Orientation in the organization
CULTURE &
PARADIGMS

GENETIC HERITAGE
PEOPLE
PEOPLE
PEOPLE

ANALYSIS

SYNTHESIS

OBSERVE

PROCESS

INPUT

DECIDE, ACT

INFRASTRUCTURE
DOCS

RECORDS

DATA

CONTENT

LINKS
ANNOTATIONS
RELATIONS

“CORPORATE MEMORY”

© William P. Hall
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Building and maintaining an adaptive KM
architecture
… ITERATION …

OBSERVATION
ORIENTATION & DECISION
OF CONTEXT & RESULTS
STRATEGIC
REQUIREMENTS
In competition
• Win more
contracts
• Perform better
on contracts
won
• Minimise losses
to risks and
liabilities
• Meet statutory
and regulatory
requirements

DRIVERS

• Operational
Excellence
• Customer
satisfaction
• Stakeholder
intimacy
• Service delivery
• Growth
• Sustainability
• Profitability
• Risk mitigation

ENABLERS &
IMPEDIMENTS
• Knowledge audit
• Knowledge
mapping
• Business
disciplines
• Technology &
systems
• Information
disciplines
• Incentives &
disincentives
• Etc.

PEOPLE
PROCESS
• Internal /
external
communication
• Taxonomies
• Searching &
retrieval
• Business
process analysis
& reengineering
• Tracking and
monitoring
• Intelligence
gathering
• QA / QC

ENACTED
STRATEGY
STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT
• Strategic
management
• Architectural
role
• Communities of
Practice
• Corporate
communications
• HR practices
• Competitive
intelligence
• IT strategy
• Etc.
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Ian Coombe's WIKID turns data into strategic
power: Transformations add epistemic quality


Data is the raw state of information, i.e., binary or character strings without
context or syntax
•



Information is data that has been given a context by relating it syntactically to
other items of data
•



Hypothesis and action (testing against reality) Î

Wisdom is tested intelligence with a proven value based on experience
•



Assessment and selection Î

Intelligence (military sense) is knowledge that is assessed and evaluated for
its logical consistency and relationships to what is already known
•



Assimilation (into a human memory) and semantics (meanings) Î

Knowledge is information that is made useful because it is semantically
assimilated into a body of information grounded in experience. Explicit
knowledge is assimilated information able to be transmitted to others
•



Context and syntax (i.e. relationships) Î

Application and control Î

Power (in a strategic sense) is the result of applying wisdom to gain or
maintain control over external circumstances.
(derived originally from Ian Coombe's WIKID Power)
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Tenix Defence's
Technologies for
Corporate
Knowledge Workers
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Managing support knowledge for the ANZAC Ship
fleet



10 frigates (8 RAN, 2 RNZN)
•
•
•
•

Total package including logistic support & training
16 year design/build cycle
27 year designed lifespan for each ship
Computerised maintenance management



$A 5 BN fixed price contract in 1989!



80% ANZIP content (i.e., 20% of that spent in New Zealand)
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M113 Upgrade Project



~ 350 Vehicles ~ $500 M
•
•

22 identified variants
Long life-span



Progressive upgrade
•
•

New systems
New documentation
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Role of the technical writer


The role of technical writing is to capture data,
information and knowledge from a variety of sources;
and to transform what is captured into objective
products of knowledge that can be readily assimilated
and used by other people.



Good technical writers distil and transform data,
information and implicit knowledge about complex
things and processes into explicit and transferable
artifacts of knowledge that contribute to a corporate
memory.



By these definitions, technical writers are knowledge
mangers.
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More paradigms: knowledge on paper vs virtual
containers for knowledge


Paper documents
•
•
•
•



Electronic containers for knowledge
•
•
•
•
•



Production, storage, indexing, retrieval, distribution & change
management require ponderous physical processes
Content is often out of date
Writing and reading are linear processes requiring manipulation
of physical pages
Electronic MS Word & PDF formats don't change the paradigm
Structural controls & validation
Virtual assembly & reuse of existing content
Contextual linking builds webs of knowledge
Automation of production, storage & distribution
Automation of cognitive processes in indexing and retrieval, etc.

Paradigmatic incommensurability still a major issue with
senior management who think that the only real documents
are paper
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Major issues for a fleet operator


Capability when it is needed
•
•
•
•
•



Health, safety and operational knowledge issues
•



Reliably does what it is supposed to
Available for service when needed
Maintainable - problems can be fixed when they arise
Supportable - critical needs available in supply chain
Operable within limits of human knowledge & capacity
Heavy/complex engineering systems can kill!

Life-cycle cost
•
•
•

Minimise acquisition cost
Minimise documentation, support & maintenance costs
Implement "lean maintenance" philosophy

Adequate performance on all issues depends on the quality of
authoring, management and transfer of technical knowledge from
supplier to operators
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Major quality issues in delivering support
knowledge


Client's operational knowledge delivery goals
•

Correct
– Correct information
– Consistent across the fleet

•

Applicable/Effective
– Applicable to the configuration of the individual ship/vehicle
– Effective for the point in time re engineering changes, etc.

•

Available
– To who needs it, when and where it is needed

•

Useable
– Readily understandable by humans
– Readily managed & processed in computer systems



Supplier's knowledge production and usage goals
•
•
•

Fast
High quality
Low cost
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Knowledge development lifecycle for a large
project
Project A
Design Study

Project A
Bid Documents
RFT and Bid

Project A
Prime Contract
Negotiate

Review, negotiate, amend
Review, edit, signoff

Review, edit, signoff

RFQs

Project A
Procedures,
Design Docs

Bids
Negotiations

Project B
Project
B
Design
Study
Project
B
Design
Study
Design Study

Project A
Support Documents
Review, edit, signoff
Review, edit, signoff
Review, edit, signoff

Operational
experience

Review,
edit,
signoff

Review,
negotiate,
amend

Project A
Subcontracts

• 20 - 50 year lifecycle
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The full fleet knowledge management environment



ILS DB / LSAR DB
• Line item details
• Config details
• Eng. Changes



CONTRACTS

TECHNICAL
MAINTENANCE
PLANS



ASPMIS
TRANSFER

SAFETY
CORRESPONDENCE

ENGINEERING
CHANGES

TECH AUTHOR

ASSET MANAGEMENT
& PLANNING SYSTEM



SHIP SPECIFIC
CONFIGURED
MAINTENANCE
ROUTINES

AMPS

MAINT. ENGINEER



CSARS
AUDIT AND LOGISTICS
ANALYSIS

SHIP SPECIFIC
CONFIGURED
MAINTENANCE
ROUTINES

TERATEXT
DB

SUPPLIER SOURCE
DOCUMENTS





CLIENT
MASTER
DATA FILES

COMPLETION
REPORT

CLASS SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND
REPORTING SOFTWARE
MAINTENANCE AUDIT FUNCTION

MAINTAINER COMPLETING
MAINTENANCE ACTION
COMPLETION NOTES



SHIP SPECIFIC
CONFIGURED
MAINTENANCE
ROUTINES
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Structured Authoring
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Structure view with an error

Note not allowed in front of
Ó a warning
Broken here

Ô
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TeraText’s role based workflow for ANZAC Ship
maintenance procedures
Supervisor

Identify Requirement and Create Work Item

Stage 1
(Draft)

Stage 2
(Peer Review)

Stage 3
(Rework)

View

Accept
Check Out
Check In
Release for QA Review

Authors
Accept
Check Out
• modify metadata
line items
CMCs
triggers
• update
• open in FrameMaker+SGML;
• register/link source documents
Check In
• modify metadata
• complete check in
Author Release for Peer Review

QA/Supervisor

Annotate
Sign-Off as
Reviewed
Supervisor Sets
Peer Review Completion

Circulate for
Client Review

Release for Delivery

Stage 4
(Client Review)

Client Review/Annotate
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TeraText document & content management


State of the art content management system
•
•
•
•

Native XML database optimized for scalability
Repositories for structured/unstructured docs
Concurrent indexing and retrieval
Application development tools (Ace or Java)
–
–
–
–

•


work flow
validation
extract
automatic rendering (e.g., SGML to ASPMIS CDF / HTML / etc.)

delivery (Web and other formats)

100% Australian IP
•

Tenix specifications - Aspect implementation/integration



100% Australian support



Export: SAIC provides sales & support in USA and Europe

Developed by RMIT Multimedia Database Systems: http://www.mds.rmit.edu.au;
InQuirion Pty Ltd: http://www.teratext.com.au; Opposite City Baths, Melbourne
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Metadata error trapping

Ó Stop Lights (Validation)
Ó
Ó Click the light to see problem
Ó
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Capture contextual knowledge with links and
annotations


Explicit and implicit links encode contextual knowledge



Links are 2-way connections



Annotations are the key to converting authors' implicit
contextual knowledge to codified explicit knowledge
CONTENT MANAGEMENT REPOSITORY
PRIMARY DOCUMENT
METADATA
--------------------------------CONTENT
PRIMARY
PRIMARY
Document
OBJECTS
PRIMARY
OBJECTS
PRIMARY
element
(i.e., <para>)
PRIMARY
OBJECTS
(i.e., <para>)
Document
OBJECTS
(i.e., <para>)
OBJECTS
(i.e.,
<para>)
element
(i.e.,<para>)
<para>)
1:1
(i.e.,
(i.e., <para>)

ANNOTATION
ANNOTATION
ANNOTATION

SOURCE
REGISTRY

METADATA
METADATA
------------------------METADATA
------------------------PRIMARY LINK
------------------------PRIMARY
LINK
------------------------PRIMARY
LINK
------------------------ANNOTATION
------------------------ANNOTATION
TEXT
ANNOTATION
TEXT
0:many
TEXT
------------------------------------------------SECONDARY
------------------------SECONDARY
LINKS
SECONDARY
LINKS
LINKS

OTHER
DELIVERABLES
AND
SOURCE
DOCUMENTS

SOURCE REPOSITORY
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Annotation markers
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Annotations


Annotations provide the key to capturing
context
Annotation may
be added here
Yellow marker
indicates
annotation exists
here. Click on
marker to see it

Source registry reference
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Tenix’s ANZAC measured improvements from
structured authoring and content management




Tenix’s Ship 05 delivery challenge
•

Client difficulties feeding flat files into AMPS

•

Documentation configuration management issues

•

Client threat to not accept 05 if still dissatisfied

TeraText resolved the issue
•

Condensed 8,000 procedures for 4 ships to 2,000 classset of ‘SGML records’ for 10 ships
– 5 people completely reworked 2,000 routines in around
3,000 person/hours - major quality gain



•

Routines delivered for Ship 5 CUT 80%

•

Subsequent content deliveries CUT 95%

•

Keyboard time for one change CUT more than 50%

•

Change cycle time CUT from 1 year to days

Client is now a good reference
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Tenix/Navy architecture developed in Melbourne
for managing ANZAC Ship support knowledge
change task

DOCUMENT
AUTHORING

DOCO CONTENT
MANAGEMENT

shared systems?

doco change
released
doco
change

TeraText

Content management

MRP
ECO
SYSTEM
• Plan
• Fabricate
• Assemble change effected

Crossbow

Validates and integrates
data across 15 legacy
systems

config changes

DESIGN / ENG
PRODUCT DATA
MANAGEMENT
• Product Model
• CAD / Drawing
Mgmt
• Config Mgmt
• Eng Change
• Workflow
Process
Control
• Doco Revision
& Release

Navy Systems
PRODUCT CONFIG

change requestMANAGEMENT

• Product Model
Drawing Mgmt
doco change • Config Mgmt
• Change Request
data change • Workflow
Process
Control
• Doco Revision
& Release

config change •

UPDATE
CONFIG

CSARS

Provides corrective
feedback from AMPS
into supplier's
knowledge development
activities

doco
change
order

LSAR
DATABASE

LOGISTIC Analysis &
ANALYSIS optimisation
TOOLS
(prime)

EC /
doco
change
request

RECORDING
REPORTING
ANALYSIS
TOOLS
(prime)

maintenance
history

MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT
• Schedule
• Resource Reqs
• Procedures
• Completion
• Downtime
• Resource Usage
orders

AMPS

UPDATE
MAINT DATA
/
PROCEDURE

receipts

SUPPLY SYSTEM

Navy's
maint
mgmt

doco
server
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The business issue resolved by Crossbow







Engineering data and documentation metadata in
15 legacy databases
Impossible to reconcile key information across all
databases in synchrony
Could not deliver data suitable for immediate
loading into Client's relational databases for
maintenance management
Client was threatening to refuse acceptance of
ships if problem not resolved
Manual resolution involved a physical audit of
complete ships just prior to delivery
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Crossbow business case


Conservative cost to manage problems
with existing technology = $0.65M



From 2000 through to the end of the project
(2007), data management inefficiencies and
errors could have cost Tenix a further $4 M
to $6



Slightly more than $1 M was sought for the
whole of the Crossbow development
project. It was completed on time and
under budget for a final cost of
approximately $850,000.

DATA WAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURE
STAGING

SOURCE
TRANSACTION
SYSTEMS

RELATIONAL WAREHOUSE

OUTPUT

Temporary Storage

CBS
t2

ILSDB
ILSDB

ILSDB

Internal
Reports

t1
t0

t2
t1

SHERPA
SHERPA

text
ENG
ENG

ENG

t0
Quality Firewall

text

t2
t1
t0

CROSSBOW
(User Interface)

DATA CUBE

EEL
EEL

EEL

Data Cube

OTHER
OTHER

General Conceptual Diagram

OTHER

OTHER

Data Cube

Data Integrity Module
text

Data Integrity Interface

SHERPA

Quality Firewall
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Crossbow™ architecture
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Data flow in Crossbow
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Crossbow query screen
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Crossbow results screen
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The full fleet knowledge management environment



ILS DB / LSAR DB
• Line item details
• Config details
• Eng. Changes



CONTRACTS

TECHNICAL
MAINTENANCE
PLANS



ASPMIS
TRANSFER

SAFETY
CORRESPONDENCE

ENGINEERING
CHANGES

TECH AUTHOR

ASSET MANAGEMENT
& PLANNING SYSTEM



SHIP SPECIFIC
CONFIGURED
MAINTENANCE
ROUTINES

AMPS

MAINT. ENGINEER



CSARS
AUDIT AND LOGISTICS
ANALYSIS

SHIP SPECIFIC
CONFIGURED
MAINTENANCE
ROUTINES

TERATEXT
DB

SUPPLIER SOURCE
DOCUMENTS





CLIENT
MASTER
DATA FILES

COMPLETION
REPORT

CLASS SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND
REPORTING SOFTWARE
MAINTENANCE AUDIT FUNCTION

MAINTAINER COMPLETING
MAINTENANCE ACTION



SHIP SPECIFIC
CONFIGURED
MAINTENANCE
ROUTINES
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Managing contractual knowledge
Project A
Design Study

Project A
Bid Documents
RFT and Bid

Project A
Prime Contract
Negotiate

Review, negotiate, amend
Review, edit, signoff

Review, edit, signoff

RFQs

Project A
Procedures,
Design Docs

Bids
Negotiations

Project B
Project
B
Design
Study
Project
B
Design
Study
Design Study

Project A
Support Documents
Review, edit, signoff
Review, edit, signoff
Review, edit, signoff

Operational
experience

Review,
edit,
signoff

Review,
negotiate,
amend

Project A
Subcontracts

• 20 - 50 year lifecycle

1000’S OF SOURCE DATA ITEMS - MAY BE WP DOCUMENTS PRODUCED IN-HOUSE,
PREVIOUS TENDERS, DDS DOCS, SUPPLIER SOURCE DATA IN UNKNOWN FORMAT,
STANDARDS, GRAPHICS, SPREADSHEETS, DRAWINGS, CLIENT DOCUMENTS, ETC

ENGINEERS & ANALYSTS CREATE AND TYPE, LOCATE AND AMALGAMATE DATA & OBJECTS

50+ ENGINEERS & ANALYSTS ENTERING OWN WORK
APPROXIMATELY 600+ INDIVIDUAL WORD PROCESSED DOCUMENTS INCLUDED IN TENDER
EACH INDIVIDUAL ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT FILE WILL BE WORKED ON BY MANY
AUTHORS

Huge task
PRINT? - REVIEW & EDIT / RETURN FOR CHANGE, PRINT? - REVIEW & EDIT AGAIN

• Uses production resources
• Don’t reinvent knowledge

Conflicting views of time
• Supplier: crushing deadline
• Client: inordinate delay
• multiplies task magnitude
• wastes resources & time
• major source of delay



Delay generates crisis
• disorientation
• panic
• error

SYSTEM C

SENIOR MANAGERS REVIEW & EDIT CONTENT / STYLE ETC.

COORDINATOR & DOCO PRODUCTION TEAM VALIDATE 900+ ELECTRONIC FILES AGAINST DID CONTENTS

DOCO PRODUCTION
TEAM TRANSFER
VALIDATED
SUBDIRECTORIES TO
CD DIRECTORY BURN CD ROM

   

DATA CONTROL PRINTS COPIES

SUMMARY
SYSTEM A
SYSTEM B
SYSTEM C
SYSTEM D
SYSTEM Y
SYSTEM Z

Word processing friction

SYSTEM B



COORDINATOR AND DOCO PRODUCTION TEAM PRINT 600+ FILES & ASSEMBLE REVIEW
VOLUMES

SYSTEM A



DOCO PRODUCTION TEAM ASSEMBLES 900+ FILES INTO SUB-DIRECTORIES
TECHNICAL SUPERVISORS AND MANAGERS REVIEW & EDIT TECH CONTENT
TEXT EDITOR PROOFS FOR READABILITY AND ENGLISH USAGE

SUMMARY
SYSTEM A
SYSTEM B
SYSTEM C
SYSTEM D
SYSTEM Y SUMMARY
SYSTEM Z
SYSTEM A
SYSTEM B
SYSTEM C
SYSTEM D
SYSTEM Y SUMMARY
SYSTEM Z
SYSTEM A
SYSTEM B
SYSTEM C
SYSTEM D
SYSTEM Y
SUMMARY
SYSTEM Z
SYSTEM A
SYSTEM B
SYSTEM C
SYSTEM D
SYSTEM Y
SYSTEM Z



SUMMARY
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Streamline bidding
documentation funnel

DOCO PRODUCTION
TEAM PRINT MASTER
COPY FROM CD
DIRECTORY

Tenix Defence Systems

Prime contractor production/mgmt issues





Effective contract management critical to business
Prime contractor multiplies all process
inefficiencies many times over!
•

Customer presents wants, supplier must offer solutions

•

Tender won must pay for all lost tenders (× 5 to 10)

•

Contract flows down to many subcontracts (× 10 to 100)

•

Comparatively unskilled authors (× 2)

Client pays for all suppliers’ inefficiencies!

Tenix Defence Systems

SpeedLegal Pty Ltd


Independent software developer, Queen St., Melbourne
•



Significant relationships
•
•



http://www.speedlegal.com
Oasis eContracts WG
CCH Australia/Wolters Kluwer Pacific

SmartPrecedent
•
•
•

XML based precedent management and intelligent authoring
system
Round trip between XML and RTF
Based on a DTD for the structural hierarchy of contractual
documents

Tenix Defence Systems

Document Assembly - defined

A template
document is a
document which
may contain
certain blanks
and pieces of
optional text.

It captures what
is common, and
what may differ,
between a set of
similar instance
documents.

TEMPLATE
DOCUMENT

Document
assembly is the
process by which
an instance
document is
produced from a
template
document.

INSTANCE
DOCUMENT

Input from a person or
database is required in
order to fill in the
blanks and choose
between the optional
texts.

SmartPrecedent® Software

An instance
document is a
document
created to meet
a particular
need in some
transaction.
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issues and frustrations – keeping things up-todate
the maintenance monster
• clauses copied across hundreds of documents
• dependent on technical support for updating
• hard to get end user feedback
LOTS OF COPIES TO UPDATE

ONE CLAUSE

SmartPrecedent® Software

Tenix Defence Systems

Strategies and solutions – easier maintenance
shared clause libraries
CONTRACT

CONTRACT

CONTRACT

9 LESS DEPENDENCE ON TECHNICAL
SUPPORT AND CODING SKILLS
9 IMPROVED CAPTURE OF FEEDBACK &
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

update
boilerplate &
other common
clauses in one
place

CLAUSE CLAUSE CLAUSE

COMMON
CLAUSE CLAUSE CLAUSE CLAUSE CLAUSE

BOILERPLATE

SmartPrecedent® Software
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CONCLUSIONS


Electronic content management is revolutionary technology
that is reinventing the nature of humanity (to say nothing of
organizations).
•

(Barring differences in the language of expression) one person
can access the persistent memory our our entire species for
specific knowledge
–
–
–

•

An increasing number of cognitive processes are already
automated and many more are in the process
–
–
–



Google can do it in milliseconds!
I use Google many times every day when I want to know something
ISI's Web of Science is better for more specific and detailed
knowledge - searches may take minutes and you may still have to
resort to paper (economic issues not technical ones)

Indexing
Semantic retrieval
Alerts

The revolution may be essentially complete within my own
lifetime. It will affect everything we do and are as humans.

